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Motivation for Impulsive Noise Research
• Approximately 22 million workers
exposed to hazardous within the
previous year
• Equal energy hypothesis is inadequate
• Many factors influencing hearing loss
• Adequate time and frequency
resolution
• Sound pressure level and kurtosis
level need to be into consideration

Considerations and Assumptions for Impulsive Noise
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hearing loss is frequency dependent
Frequency resolution should be scaled
similar to human perception of noise
Middle ear acoustic reflex is the
fastest factor affecting middle ear
Adapt to filtering standards
ANSI S1.11
Butterworth filters are maximally flat
Piecewise linear continuity or better in
mean and probability of the estimated
moments
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Time-Frequency Frames

Resolution Limits
• Heisenberg uncertainty
• 𝜎"# 𝜎$# ≥

&
'

Require
• ∆𝑡∆f = Constant
• Fractional octave bands
• Constant number
of wave periods
Kurtosis scales nicely

Unit Impulse Response (a simple input signal)

N = 3, Fc = 20 kHz, Fs ≈ 570 kHz, Order = 5
Provides information about filter behavior
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Chinchilla Blast Recordings
Hamernik 1998
Study of impulse exposures to chinchillas
§ Blasts typical of small arms fire
§ 50 blast noise exposure recordings
§ Recordings extended to 1 second by superposing 40 dB
of background white noise
§ Chinchillas have a similar hearing system to humans.

Stimulus 1 Blast Chinchilla Stimuli
Sound Pressure Level
Kurtosis Level

Stimulus 1 is a blast from a conventional shock tube
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Stimulus 1 Blast Chinchilla Stimuli
Sound Pressure Level
Kurtosis Level

Sound pressure level and kurtosis level provide different information.

Theoretical Simulations simple to complicated
§ White noise
§ Pure tone
– Increasing amounts of superposed white noise
§ Mixture model
– Pure Tone with white noise
– White noise
– Single impulse
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White Noise ~ Normal(µ=0, σ2=1)

3 dB per
Octave

Amplitude of the
sound pressure

Tendency to produce a
single extreme outlier

Pure Tone with increasing amounts of White Noise

What happens
to the kurtosis
level at 1.0 kHz
as the white
noise increases?
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Pure Tone with increasing amounts of White Noise

• No white noise at
top.
• Dominated by white
noise at bottom.
• Kurtosis level looks
more like a single
column as the white
noise increases.

Multimodal Mixture Distribution
• Three acoustic
energy sources
• Sources appear at
different times
• Each source has a
distinct kurtosis
level profile
• Kurtosis is the
tendency to
produce a single
extreme outlier
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Chinchilla and Human Subjects Recordings
Simulated industrial impulsive noise exposures
§ Hamernik 2001; Hamernik 2003
§ Four types of noise including impact and continuous
§ The second type of noise was impact noise with three 400 Hz wide bands of
energy centered at 1, 2, and 4 kHz
§ Sampling rate of 48 kHz with recordings about 5.5 minutes long
China worker exposures
§ Zhao 2010
§ Total of 39 recordings each about 4 minutes long
§ Studied factories that emitted impulsive noise and continuous noise
§ Sampling rate of 11.025 kHz

Chinchilla Group 63 Simulated Industrial Noise

Broad band impulsive noise with ring down tones at 1, 2, and 4 kHz.
Sound like a hammer pounding a drum approximately every 1.25 seconds.
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China Worker Impulsive Noise Exposure Recordings

Shearing machine sounds, impulsive dropped parts,
speech noise, and intermittent exhaust noise.

Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
• Proposed signal processing methodology scales the kurtosis in a
more interpretable way.
• Both the sound pressure level and kurtosis level should be
considered in a future metric for impulsive noise.
Future Work
• Share signal processing programs
• Analyze transient noise datasets
• Develop a new metric for impulsive noise
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